
STEPHEN KING
You might l ike . . .

If you like...

When We Were Animals by Joshua Gaylord (FIC GAYLORD, J.)
House of Reckoning by John Saul (FIC SAUL, J.)
The Mansion by Ezekiel Boone (FIC BOONE, E.)
Starter House by Sonja Condit (FIC CONDIT, S.) 
A pregnant woman who moves into her dream home discovers
she must solve the mystery of a decades-old murder to rid herself
of a ghostly little boy and save her unborn child.
77 Shadow Street by Dean Koontz (KOONTZ, D.)

The Sandman by Neil Gaiman (GN GAIMAN, N.)
The Enchanted by Rene Denfeld (FIC DENFELD, R.)

Two outsiders venture here: A fallen priest and the Lady, an
investigator who searches for buried information from
prisoners' pasts that can save those soon to be executed.
Digging into the background of a killer named York, she

uncovers wrenching truths that challenge familiar notions of
victim and criminal, innocence and guilt, honesty and

corruption ultimately revealing shocking secrets of her own.
As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner (FIC FAULKNER, W.)

Let’s No One Get Hurt by Jon Pineda (FIC PINEDA, J.)
Stardust by Neil Gaiman (FIC GAIMAN, N.)

Defending Jacob by William Landay (PB LANDAY, W.)
Dead on the Bones: Pulp on Fire by Joe Landsdale (FIC
LANDSDALE, J.)
The Historian by Elizabeth Kostova (FIC KOSTOVA, E.)
Heart-Shaped Box by Joe Hill (FIC HILL, J.)
John Dies at the End by David Wong (FIC WONG, D.)
 This may be the story of John and David, a drug called soy
sauce, and other-worldly beings invading the planet. Or, it
may be the story of two beer-drinking friends who live in an
unnamed Midwestern town and only think something horrific
is going on. But the important thing is, according to the
narrator, "None of this is my fault."


